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BATTLE BRIEFING

June 28, 2023
Attention: 
Intel suggests the 
potential for 
multiple threat 
actors so practice 
enhanced OpSec and 
protect yourself 
at all times.

OPERATION: “YOU’RE GROUNDED!” 
Billionaire and media whore, Leon Skum, has engaged your team of operational security professionals to ensure 

the mission is a success.

S p a c e R E X f o u n d e r, L e o n S k u m , 
announced he would be eliminating 75% of the 
company’s workforce and replacing them with 
various AI’s and automated systems. The 
following week SpaceREX fired critical teams at 
mission control and launch sites, replacing them 
with new automated workflow and logic. 


Given the importance of the upcoming 
MEGA rocket launch, Leon wants to protect the 
stock price and his ego from any roque 
automation, disgruntled employees, hacktivists, 
criminals and opportunistic nation states. 


This is why your team has been brought in 
to ensure the big launch goes off without a 
hitch. You will be given access to the mission 
control systems and other key assets in order to 
evaluate their security and reliability. You will 
have operational oversight of the actual launch 
systems including launch codes. 


Since no baseline exists, all systems 
should be considered suspect.


Chatter on social media and some news 
outlets suggest, disgruntled employees and 
activist organization’s plan to use the launch 
event as an opportunity to protest SpaceREX 
and expose their anti-environmental practices.


In the darker corners of the Internet, more 
sinister speculation is being shared in the form 
of conspiracy theories and “Ocean’s Eleven” 
style shenanigans. Don’t get distracted. Focus 
on the mission objectives and protect yourself at 
all times.


Your Mission: You and your team of elite 
Cyber-Physical operations specialists must 
secure the operational environment, identify and 
neutralize any threat agent operatives, assets 
and command & control capabilities to ensure a 
successful launch.

Disgruntled ex-
employees could 
threaten critical 

systems and scrub 
the launch

Beyond Embedded: 

In the age of the Internet of (Deadly) Things the 
line between the physical and digital no longer 
exists. Do you have what it takes to Attack, 
Defend and Survive?


